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So that’s basically a little introduction about us.Now let’s jump into our topic, therefore wen need to clarify the status quo situation:Attending this presentation you are probably a SAP customer yourself and are looking for improvements or innovationsso let’s clarify first what it means to be on certain versions in the SAP contexttherefore we are going to take a look on the SAP maintenance schedule, you’re probably familiar with as a customer.
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So when is the maintenance ending for certain versions.We all know that ECC (ERP central component ) reached the end.In 2030 you should be off ECC and the next step would be choosing SAP S/4HANA with its different forms fromon premprivat/public cloud or the HANA cloud edition.Other than that till 2040 you can expect that SAP will have all of us on SAP S/4HANA Cloud, which is mainly a multitenancy system.
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So the goal of moving to a multitenancy system, sharing resources with other customers is actually a pretty good plan.But the transformation from S/4 to the cloud needs some work, even though that’s the latest technology. It’s beneficial to make this step and go further to this multi-tenant cloud to help to simplify your processes and system.The reason for that is shown on the next slides.
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Let’s say you’re a SAP customer running all your standard processes on premise in SAP ERP central component (ECC).At the same time you build custom processes on top of SAP netveeverA good example would be to see your ECC system as a monolith (becoming massive stone)With all your custom and standard processes together, basically you’ve added a certain level of complexity to the core.The result will be that for some organizations, elements in their ECC may no longer be stable enough to run business-critical systems and are harder to maintain. When you decided to undergoe a transformation to make a move to SAP S/4HANA, it streamlines features and processes from SAP ECC to reduce costs and boost business efficiency.  Here you can see that some of your custom processes are now part of the standard offering covered by SAP S/4HANA.The remaining custom processes could lead to process gaps or the need of custom development 
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So the reason we have an issue is that all of that processes are maintained in one single core therefore if you try to run an upgrade it wouldn’t run smoothly, it would definitely take longer and be more expensive.  Besides that ECC customers update their systems all 2-3 or maybe 4 years.With SAP new strategy and the S/4 this isn’t possible anymorewe’re going through an upgrade cycle of nearly every year. So every year we need to make sure our system is ready and stable enough to make the move to the next SAP version.
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This is why we need to keep the clore clean, in other word we must keep the standard processes in SAP S/4HANA and build the major custom processes outside the suite on SAP BTP.The real challenge is that you don’t have one or two custom applications, in reality the excess of custom code you ended up with reflects many unique business requirements that you had to cover over the years/decades resulting in 1000 of custom codes and customer name space objects, some of the code will have to be redesigned to cover new requirementsother code should be replaced with new solutions and some code lost its relevance all together.This is were the different services of SAP BTP comes in.
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To wrap it all up:Why keeping a clean core is important?Simply because keeping a clean core makes business future-proof. On the one hand, a clean core ensures operations are stable and reliable, as you can perform faster deployments with smooth upgrades while on the other hand, they remain agile and able to innovate at market speed. Benefits in keeping the Core Clean with the us of SAP BTP:Enhanced AgilityReduced ComplexityScalable and Future-Proof ArchitectureInnovation Enablement



xSuite and APIA in SAP
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Summary of clear core. Custom process into BTP. Use SAP Standard. Real lifeForward to standard and request from other customers. TDShow xSuite can be a good partner hereKnow how on BTP. Know how AP but needs to be implemented into BTP
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Here is our idea, how we can support you here.Experience of 30 yearsThis strategy and new technology is something we as a long term SAP Partner followed alongBy using our experience and know how in Accounts Payable automation we are now built a bridge between your system/documents and the SAP BTPNo matter which format and form they have, from PDF, XML and e-Invoicing we can process and read them with our cloud data capturing based on AI and analytics algorithms . We offer the intelligent input tool to cover all you incoming documents and a SAP workflow to keep your clean core complete in the whole AP process.So you might ask, why do we choose SAP BTP and not something else?SAP BTP offers us different services to give the user the same look and feel as before although working on another platform with another technology so the interface is the same and the user doesn’t have to learn or get along with a whole new software.Than it could look like a Fiori application for example.
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The whole process we are covering for you could be devided into 3 partsThere is the input scenario/ area at the beginning where data is processed and analyzedSo Input and CaptureAlso transferring e-Invoices through our Helix platform into the BTP After that the Workflow steps beginsWe have a validation step to analyze our data extraction resultsWhere I can add information to such as G/L account so the whole accounting steps can be completed here Then the WF where I can check if the invoice or the document is ok and correct.The document will be posted in the next step, in the current situation we are able to do that in SAP S/4HANA and S/4HANA cloud, systems we can easily integrate because they are using the same APIsFor any/agnostic ERPS we need to build a rapper on that system to interpret the API calls, which will be a future project of us for sure Intended for large companies that mainly use SAP and only use agnostic ERP for their Subsidaries
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What you can expect from an automated AP process are different benefits:Risk mitigation & fraud protection, it’s useful when the system detects suspicious cash flows that might be posted in the backgroundUsing AI in finance, which also includes anomaly detection but also a more efficient data capturing and with the help of our AI based prediction server , the most probable vendor or company code of your invoice will be suggested by the systemThe digital vendor communication is simplified and automated through our BPP, which gives you the possibility to digitalize the P2P process especially procurement on a single platform where you can have a customer and vendor dashboard to communicate, change data and many more things.Also mentioning the process analytics with our Power BI tool, to organize and display you data and incoming documents in a smart way
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Examples of AI Applications in Accounts Payable
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xSuite Forecast
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Vendor-based processes can be very time-consuming and labor-intensive
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Thank You
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Summary of clear core. Custom process into BTP. Use SAP Standard. Real lifeForward to standard and request from other customers. TDShow xSuite can be a good partner hereKnow how on BTP. Know how AP but needs to be implemented into BTP
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